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Learn SwiftUI 2020-04-03

get to grips with apple s new swiftui framework for creating robust uis for ios and ipados using swift programming
key featuresuse swiftui for building dynamic apps for apple devices from scratchunderstand declarative syntax in
cross platform development and how states work within swiftuilearn to develop watchos apps by reusing swiftui
codebook description swiftui is the new and powerful interface toolkit that lets you design and build ios ipados
and macos apps using declarative syntax it is a powerful way to develop the ui elements of applications which
would normally be tightly coupled to application logic learn swiftui will get you up to speed with the framework
and cross device ui development in no time complete with detailed explanations and practical examples this easy to
follow guide will teach you the fundamentals of the swiftui toolkit you ll learn how to build a powerful ios and
ipados application that can be reused for deployment on watchos as you progress you ll delve into ui and unit
testing in ios apps along with learning how to test your swiftui code for multiple devices the book will also
show you how to integrate swiftui features such as data binding and network requests into your current
application logic by the end of this book you will have learned how to build a cross device application using the
swiftui framework and swift programming what you will learnexplore the fundamentals of swiftui and compare it
with existing ui frameworkswrite swiftui syntax and understand what should and shouldn t be included in swiftui s
layeradd text and images to a swiftui view and decorate them using swiftui s modifierscreate basic forms and use
camera and photo library functions to add images to themunderstand the core concepts of maps in ios apps and add
a mapview in swiftuidesign extensions within your existing apps to run them on watchoshandle networking calls in
swiftui to retrieve data from external sourceswho this book is for this swiftui book helps any mobile app
developer looking to understand the fundamentals of the new swiftui framework along with the benefits of cross
device development a solid understanding of ios and macos app development along with some knowledge of the swift
programming language will be beneficial basic programming knowledge is essential to grasp the concepts covered in
the book effectively

Swift Cookbook 2021-02-26

discover recipes for building feature rich reliable ios native apps and explore the latest features in swift 5 3 with
the help of proven industry standard recipes modern design techniques and popular strategies key
featuresunderstand how closures work and make use of generics with protocols to write flexible codediscover the
fundamentals of swift and build apps with frameworks such as foundation networking and uikitget to grips with
the new features of swift 5 3 including swiftui coreml and the vision frameworkbook description swift is an
exciting multi platform general purpose programming language and with this book you ll explore the features of its
latest version swift 5 3 the book begins with an introduction to the basic building blocks of swift 5 3 its syntax
and the functionalities of swift constructs you ll then discover how swift playgrounds provide an ideal platform
to write execute and debug your swift code as you advance through the chapters the book will show you how to
bundle variables into tuples or sets order your data with an array store key value pairs with dictionaries and use
property observers you ll also get to grips with the decision making and control structures in swift examine
advanced features such as generics and operators and explore functionalities outside of the standard library once
you ve learned how to build ios applications using uikit you ll find out how to use swift for server side
programming run swift on linux and investigate vapor finally you ll discover some of the newest features of swift
5 3 using swiftui and combine to build adaptive and reactive applications and find out how to use swift to build
and integrate machine learning models along with apple s vision framework by the end of this swift book you ll have
discovered solutions to boost your productivity while developing code using swift 5 3 what you will
learnexplore basic to advanced concepts in swift 5 3 programmingunderstand conditional statements loops and
how to handle errors in swiftdefine flexible classes and structs using genericsuse advanced operators and create
custom onesbuild ios apps using the powerful features of uikit or the new swiftui frameworkimport your own
custom functionality into swift playgroundsrun swift on linux and investigate server side programming with the
server side framework vaporuse swift to implement machine learning models using coreml and visionwho this book is
for this book is for experienced ios developers looking to learn about the diverse features offered by swift 5 3
along with tips and tricks to efficiently code and build applications knowledge of general programming concepts
will assist in understanding key concepts

Learning Core Audio 2012-04-03

audio can affect the human brain in the most powerful and profound ways using apple s core audio you can
leverage all that power in your own mac and ios software implementing features ranging from audio capture to
real time effects mp3 playback to virtual instruments web radio to voip support the most sophisticated audio
programming system ever created core audio is not simple in learning core audio top mac programming author chris
adamson and legendary core audio expert kevin avila fully explain this challenging framework enabling experienced
mac or ios programmers to make the most of it in plain language adamson and avila explain what core audio can do
how it works and how it builds on the natural phenomena of sound and the human language of audio next using
crystal clear code examples they guide you through recording playback format conversion audio units 3d audio
midi connectivity and overcoming unique challenges of core audio programming for ios coverage includes mastering
core audio s surprising style and conventions recording and playback with audio queue synthesizing audio perform
effects on audio streams capturing from the mic mixing multiple streams managing file streams converting formats
creating 3d positional audio using core midi on the mac leveraging your cocoa and objective c expertise in core
audio s c based environment and much more when you ve mastered the black arts of core audio you can do some
serious magic this book will transform you from an acolyte into a true core audio wizard
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Functional Programming in Swift 2014-11-01

this book will teach you how to use swift to apply functional programming techniques to your ios or os x
projects these techniques complement object oriented programming that most objective c developers will already be
familiar with providing you with a valuable new tool in your developer s toolbox we will start by taking a look
at swift s new language features such as higher order functions generics optionals enumerations and pattern
matching mastering these new features will enable you to write functional code effectively after that we will
provide several examples of how to use functional programming patterns to solve real world problems these
examples include a compositional and type safe api around core image a library for diagrams built on core graphics
and a small spreadsheet application built from scratch

Mastering iOS 14 Programming 2021-03-19

become a professional ios developer with the most in depth and advanced guide to swift 5 3 xcode 12 4 arkit 4
core ml and ios 14 s new features key featuresexplore the world of ios app development through practical
examplesunderstand core ios programming concepts such as core data networking and the combine frameworkextend
your ios apps by adding augmented reality and machine learning capabilities widgets app clips dark mode and
animationsbook description mastering ios 14 development isn t a straightforward task but this book can help you
do just that with the help of swift 5 3 you ll not only learn how to program for ios 14 but also be able to
write efficient readable and maintainable swift code that reflects industry best practices this updated fourth
edition of the ios 14 book will help you to build apps and get to grips with real world app development flow you
ll find detailed background information and practical examples that will help you get hands on with using ios 14 s
new features the book also contains examples that highlight the language changes in swift 5 3 as you advance
through the chapters you ll see how to apply dark mode to your app understand lists and tables and use
animations effectively you ll then create your code using generics protocols and extensions and focus on using
core data before progressing to perform network calls and update your storage and ui with the help of sample
projects toward the end you ll make your apps smarter using machine learning streamline the flow of your code
with the combine framework and amaze users by using vision framework and arkit 4 0 features by the end of this ios
development book you ll be able to build apps that harness advanced techniques and make the best use of ios 14 s
features what you will learnbuild a professional ios application using xcode 12 4 and swift 5 3create impressive
new widgets for your apps with ios 14extend the audience of your app by creating an app clipimprove the flow of
your code with the combine frameworkenhance your app by using core locationintegrate core data to persist
information in your apptrain and use machine learning models with core mlcreate engaging augmented reality
experiences with arkit 4 and the vision frameworkwho this book is for this book is for developers with some
experience in ios programming who want to enhance their application development skills by unlocking the full
potential of the latest ios version with swift

iOS 10 SDK Development 2017-03-24

all in on swift ios 10 and xcode 8 make it clearer than ever that swift is apple s language of the future core
frameworks have been redesigned to work better with swift and the language itself continues to evolve quickly ios
10 sdk development is the pure swift approach to developing for the ios platform this completely revised and
updated edition of the bestselling ios guide shows you how to pull in the sdk s enormous feature set and deliver
powerful real world apps for iphone and ipad using modern swift programming techniques swift is the language of
the future for ios development and this completely revised and updated book is your guide from the community
driven changes in swift 3 to the overhaul of ios foundation framework to make it more swifty ios 10 and xcode 8
mark an all in commitment to swift and this new edition matches that commitment learn not just the syntax of the
swift language but also stylish swift the idiomatic uses of the language and best practices you ll find in the wild
from there move into developing a complete real world podcast client sample application completely new for this
edition featuring internet access tables navigation and media playback all with the most modern approaches
provided by apple s ios 10 frameworks and tools go beyond code to master the practices that professional
developers rely on testing debugging publishing on the app store and managing your app over the long haul as a
bonus you ll get a taste of cutting edge ios 10 features such as the new siri voice command api swift s time is here
whether you re new to swift or just catching up on ios latest features ios 10 sdk development will help you
master the language and the platform

Advanced Swift 2016-03-18

advanced swift takes you through swift s features from low level programming to high level abstractions in this
book we ll write about advanced concepts in swift programming if you have read the swift programming guide and
want to explore more this book is for you swift is a great language for systems programming but also lends itself
for very high level programming we ll explore both high level topics for example programming with generics and
protocols as well as low level topics for example wrapping a c library and string internals

IOS Apprentice 2014-12-01

learn iphone and ipad programming via tutorials if you re new to ios and swift or to programming in general learning
how to write an app can seem incredibly overwhelming that s why you need a book that shows you how to write
an app step by step has tons of illustrations and screenshots to make everything clear is written in a fun and
easygoing manner in this book you will learn how to make your own iphone and ipad apps through a series of four
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epic length hands on tutorials these hands on tutorials describe in full detail how to build a new app from scratch
four tutorials four apps each new app will be a little more advanced than the one before and together they cover
everything you need to know to make your own apps by the end of the series you ll be experienced enough to turn
your ideas into real apps that you can sell on the app store tutorial 1 bull s eye in the first tutorial in the book
you ll start off by building a simple but fun game to learn the basics of iphone programming in the process you ll
get familiar with xcode interface builder and swift in an easygoing manner tutorial 2 checklists in the second
tutorial in the series you ll create your own to do list app in the process you ll learn about the fundamental
design patterns that all ios apps use and about table views navigation controllers and delegates now you re
making apps for real tutorial 3 mylocations in the third tutorial you ll develop a location aware app that lets
you keep a list of spots that you find interesting in the process you ll learn about core location core data map
kit and much more tutorial 4 storesearch mobile apps often need to talk to web services and that s what you ll
do in this final tutorial of the book you ll make a stylish app for iphone and ipad that lets you search for
products on the itunes store using http requests and json it is my sincere belief that this series can turn you from a
complete newbie into an accomplished ios developer but you do have to put in the time and effort by writing this
book i ve done my part now it s up to you

App Architecture 2018-05-13

this book explains a range of application design patterns and their implementation techniques using a single example
app fully implemented in five design patterns instead of advocating for any particular pattern we lay out the
problems all architectures are trying to address constructing the app s components communicating between the
view and the model and handling non model state we show high level solutions to these problems and break them
down to the level of implementation for five different design patterns two commonly used and three more
experimental the common architectures are model view controller and model view viewmodel coordinator in
addition to explaining these patterns conceptually and on the implementation level we discuss solutions to
commonly encountered problems like massive view controllers on the experimental side we explain view state driven
model view controller modeladapter viewbinder and the elm architecture by examining these experimental patterns
we extract valuable lessons that can be applied to other patterns and to existing code bases

Thinking in SwiftUI 2020-03-16

swiftui is radically different from uikit so in this short book we will help you build a mental model of how swiftui
works we explain the most important concepts in detail and we follow them up with exercises to give you hands on
experience swiftui is still a young framework and as such we don t believe it s appropriate to write a complete
reference instead this book focuses on transitioning your way of thinking from the object oriented style of uikit to
the declarative style of swiftui thinking in swiftui is geared toward readers who are familiar with swift and who
have experience building apps in frameworks like uikit

Hospital Chaplaincy in the Twenty-first Century 2017-03-02

the place of religion in public life continues to be a much debated topic in western nations this book charts the
changing role of hospital chaplains and examines through detailed case studies the realities of practice and the
political debates which either threaten or sustain the service this second edition includes a new introduction and
updated material throughout to present fresh insights and research about chaplaincy including in relation to new
atheism and the developing debate about secularism and religion in public life swift concludes that chaplains must
do more to communicate the value of what they bring to the bedside

Hands-On Swift 5 Microservices Development 2020-03-02

learn to design and deploy fully functioning microservices for your applications from scratch using swift docker
and aws key featuresunderstand server side swift development concepts for building your first microservicebuild
microservices using vapor 4 and deploy them to the cloud using dockerlearn effective techniques for enhancing
maintainability and stability of your swift applicationsbook description the capabilities of the swift programming
language are extended to server side development using popular frameworks such as vapor this enables swift
programmers to implement the microservices approach to design scalable and easy to maintain architecture for ios
macos ipados and watchos applications this book is a complete guide to building microservices for ios applications
you ll start by examining swift and vapor as backend technologies and compare them to their alternatives the
book then covers the concept of microservices to help you get started with developing your first microservice
throughout this book you ll work on a case study of writing an e commerce backend as a microservice application
you ll understand each microservice as it is broken down into details and written out as code throughout the
book you ll also become familiar with various aspects of server side development such as scalability database
options and information flow for microservices that are unwrapped in the process as you advance you ll get to
grips with microservices testing and see how it is different from testing a monolith application along the way you
ll explore tools such as docker postman and amazon services by the end of the book you ll be able to build a ready
to deploy application that can be used as a base for future applications what you will learngrasp server side
swift development concepts using practical examplesunderstand the microservices approach and why swift is a
great choice for building microservicesdesign and structure mobile and web applications using microservices
architecturediscover the available database options and understand which one to choosescale and monitor your
microservicesuse postman to automate testing for your microservices apiwho this book is for the book is for ios
ipados and macos developers and swift programmers who want to understand how swift can be used for building
microservices the book assumes familiarity with swift programming and the fundamentals of the web including how
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apis work

Classic Computer Science Problems in Swift 2018-03-24

summary classic computer science problems in swift invites readers to invest their energy in some foundational
techniques that have been proven to stand the test of time along the way they ll learn intermediate and advanced
features of the swift programming language a worthwhile skill in its own right purchase of the print book includes
a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the technology don t just learn another
language become a better programmer instead today s awesome ios apps stand on the shoulders of classic
algorithms coding techniques and engineering principles master these core skills in swift and you ll be ready for ai
data centric programming machine learning and the other development challenges that will define the next decade
about the book classic computer science problems in swift deepens your swift language skills by exploring
foundational coding techniques and algorithms as you work through examples in search clustering graphs and
more you ll remember important things you ve forgotten and discover classic solutions to your new problems you
ll appreciate author david kopec s amazing ability to connect the core disciplines of computer science to the real
world concerns of apps data performance and even nailing your next job interview what s inside breadth first depth
first and a search algorithms constraint satisfaction problems solving problems with graph algorithms neural
networks genetic algorithms and more all examples written in swift 4 1 about the reader for readers comfortable
with the basics of swift about the author david kopec is an assistant professor of computer science and
innovation at champlain college in burlington vermont he is an experienced ios developer and the author of dart for
absolute beginners table of contents small problems search problems constraint satisfaction problems graph
problems genetic algorithms k means clustering fairly simple neural networks miscellaneous problems

Swift as Priest and Satirist 2009

the essays in this volume cover four broad categories 1 essays that historicize his relationship to the church of
ireland and to the bruising world of eighteenth century theological discourse in general 2 essays that examine how
swift represents religious figures and controversies in his poetry and prose including a a tale of a tub 3 essays
that theorize the relationships between religious and literary genres 4 essays that articulate the links between
swift s satires and contemporary religious philosophical and scientific discourse book jacket

SWIFT COOKBOOK - THIRD EDITION 2023

this book explores the rich philosophical content of the writings of jonathan swift it discusses these philosophical
topics against their ideengeschichtliche background and demonstrates that swift s work offers starting points for
philosophical reflection that are still topical today

Jonathan Swift and Philosophy 2016-12-07

leverage swift and enhance your code to take your applications to the next level about this book build solid high
performance applications in swift increase your efficiency by getting to grips with concurrency and parallel
programming use swift to design performance oriented solutions who this book is for this book is aimed at
experienced swift developers wanting to optimize their programs on apple platforms to optimize application
performance what you will learn build solid stable and reliable applications using swift use repl and pl to manage
and configure relational databases explore swift s features including its static type system value objects and
functional programming design reusable code for high performance in swift use to xcode llbd and repl to debug
commands avoid sharing resources by using concurrency and parallel programming understand the lazy loading
pattern lazy sequences and lazy evolution in detail swift is one of the most popular and powerful programming
languages for building ios and mac os applications and continues to evolve with new features and capabilities
swift is considered a replacement to objective c and has performance advantages over objective c and python swift
adopts safe programming patterns and adds modern features to make programming easier more flexible and more fun
develop swift and discover best practices that allow you to build solid applications and optimize their
performance first a few of performance characteristics of swift will be explained you will implement new tools
available in swift including playgrounds and repl these will improve your code efficiency enable you to analyse
swift code and enhance performance next the importance of building solid applications using multithreading
concurrency and multi core device architecture is covered before moving on to best practices and techniques that
you should utilize when building high performance applications such as concurrency and lazy loading finally you
will explore the underlying structure of swift further and learn how to disassemble and compile swift code style
and approach this is a comprehensive guide to enhancing swift programming techniques and methodology to enable
faster application development

Swift High Performance 2015-11-06

developing apps for apple s broadening platform of devices is an exciting topic these days apple created the swift
programming language to build state of the art apps using the latest apple technologies in this 200 page book
author scott gardner articulates the similarities and differences between traditional objective c based
programming and swift revealing what you need to know from syntax changes to emerging best practices and
paradigm shifts to write powerful expressive and flexible code in swift written at a brisk pace and in a methodical
style you ll learn how to apply your objective c skills to successfully transition to programming in swift in this
book you ll learn what is swift and how does it compare to objective c how to become proficient in swift by
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leveraging your existing objective c skills how to take advantage of new capabilities in swift what are the
emerging best practices in swift programming transitioning to swift reaches out to all developers who are
interested in creating state of the art apps for apple s broadening platform of devices for both consumers and
enterprise apple s introduction of the new swift programming language raises many questions this book addresses
those questions directly and prepares developers for building the next generation of apps in swift to surprise and
delight users the world over

Transitioning to Swift 2014-12-19

learn about advanced concepts in swift programming

Advanced Swift 2017-11-13

learn the critical tips and techniques to make using xcode for the iphone ipad or mac easier and even fun explore the
features and functionality of xcode you may not have heard of go under the hood to discover how projects really
work so when they stop working you ll know how to fix them explore the common problems developers face when
using xcode and find out how to get the most out of your ide dig into xcode and you ll discover it s richer and
more powerful than you might have thought get a huge productivity boost by working with xcode instead of
against it instead of hacky code fixes and manual processes once you know the the why and how of xcode s
process you ll discover that doing things xcode s way makes your app development more elegant and less
aggravating explore the major features of xcode project management building uis with storyboards code editing
compiling apps fixing bugs and performance problems unit and ui testing and source code management go beyond the
basics and explore tasks that professionals deal with when they re working on big projects create storyboards
that many developers can work on at once even as projects grow to hundreds or thousands of files find the tools
that make the code editor pleasant to work with even in long coding sessions discover the right way to find and fix
bugs when you have lots of code that s not always playing nicely together dig into specific and little discussed
features that help developers on apple s other platforms macos watchos and tvos when you re ready to
distribute your app learn how apple s code signing system really works find out when to let xcode handle it
automatically and how to do it manually when needed discover how much easier and more fun ios development is
when you know the secrets of the tools what you need this book requires xcode 9 and a mac running macos high
sierra 10 13 2 or later additionally an ios device is recommended for on device testing but not required

Xcode Treasures 2018-10-22

a comprehensive guide for programming enthusiasts who wish to gain a firm command of the fundamentals and
advanced swift concepts key featuressixth edition of this bestselling book improved and updated to cover the
latest version of the swift 5 3 programming languageget to grips with popular and modern design techniques to
write easy to manage swift codeuse core swift features such as concurrency generics and copy on write in your
codebook description over the years mastering swift has proven itself among developers as a popular choice for an
in depth and practical guide to the swift programming language this sixth edition comes with the latest features an
overall revision to align with swift 5 3 and two new chapters on building swift from source and advanced
operators from the basics of the language to popular features such as concurrency generics and memory
management this in depth guide will help you develop your expertise and mastery of the language as you progress
you will gain practical insights into some of the most sophisticated elements in swift development including
protocol extensions error handling and closures the book will also show you how to use and apply them in your
own projects in later chapters you will understand how to use the power of protocol oriented programming to
write flexible and easier to manage code in swift finally you will learn how to add the copy on write feature to
your custom value types along with understanding how to avoid memory management issues caused by strong
reference cycles by the end of this swift book you will have mastered the swift 5 3 language and developed the
skills you need to effectively use its features to build robust applications what you will learnunderstand core
swift components such as operators collections control flows and functionsidentify how and when to use
classes structures and enumerationsuse protocol oriented design with extensions to write easy to manage
codeleverage design patterns with swift to solve commonly occurring design problemsapply copy on write for
your custom value types to improve performanceadd concurrency to your applications using grand central
dispatch and operation queuesimplement generics to write flexible and reusable codewho this book is for this book
is for beginners with a basic understanding of programming and experienced developers looking to learn swift
programming familiarity with apple s tools will be beneficial but not mandatory all examples should also work on
the linux and windows platforms

Functional Swift 2019

people living with mental health challenges are not excluded from god s love or even the fullness of life promised
by jesus unfortunately this hope is often lost amid the well meaning labels and medical treatments that dominate
the mental health field today in finding jesus in the storm john swinton makes the case for reclaiming that hope by
changing the way we talk about mental health and remembering that above all people are people regardless of how
unconventionally they experience life finding jesus in the storm is a call for the church to be an epicenter of
compassion for those experiencing depression schizophrenia bipolar disorder and related difficulties that means
breaking free of the assumptions that often accompany these diagnoses allowing for the possibility that people
living within unconventional states of mental health might experience god in unique ways that are real and perhaps
even revelatory in each chapter swinton gives voice to those experiencing the mental health challenges in question
so readers can see firsthand what god s healing looks like in a variety of circumstances the result is a book about
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people instead of symptoms description instead of diagnosis and lifegiving hope for everyone in the midst of the
storm

Mastering Swift 5.3 2020-11-23

the ios 8 sdk changes everything new programming language new ways to work with other apps new tools to do
cool stuff in a world of iphones and ipads it s a great time to make a fresh start developing apps for the platform
this book guides you through the state of the art of ios development including the radically overhauled xcode 6
toolchain the ios 8 sdk and the new iphone 6 and iphone 6 plus entirely rewritten to use apple s new swift
programming language this book will take you through the fundamentals of writing apps that are responsive
adaptive practical and exciting whether you re starting out or starting over ios 8 has set developers on a new
path with a capable and practical new programming language a wide variety of new features and frameworks and a
new spirit of openness and connectivity it s a long way from the locked down webapps only original iphone ios 8
sdk development is a practical guide to the essentials of developing for ios 8 you ll start building and revising a
real app that s written entirely in apple s new swift programming language you ll send network requests and
handle the responses build from one screen to many adapt from the close confines of the iphone screen to the wide
expanse of the ipad and accommodate the big iphone 6 in between you ll master the fundamentals of keeping apps
responsive with grand central dispatch organize your logic into view controllers delight users with multi touch
gestures and photo manipulation and offer services to other apps through ios 8 extensions you ll also learn the
fine arts of testing debugging and the care and feeding of your app before submitting to the app store and after it s
in the public s hands the ios 8 sdk changes everything change with it it s only getting better what you need this
title covers the ios 8 sdk and xcode 6 readers will need a mac with os x 10 9 mavericks or later and xcode 6 free
from the mac app store

Finding Jesus in the Storm 2020-09-22

this is the ebook of the printed book and may not include any media website access codes or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book through the authors carefully constructed explanations and examples
you will develop an understanding of swift grammar and the elements of effective swift style this book is written
for swift 3 0 and will also show you how to navigate xcode 8 and get the most out of apple s documentation
throughout the book the authors share their insights into swift to ensure that you understand the hows and
whys of swift and can put that understanding to use in different contexts after working through the book you
will have the knowledge and confidence to develop your own solutions to a wide range of programming challenges
using swift

IOS 8 SDK Development 2015

in 1835 after being turned out by his mean spirited uncle chris dahlberg decides to harvest some of the timber on his
grandfather s land in minnesota and float the giant logs down the mississippi river to market in st louis

Swift Programming 2016-11-23

summary now updated for swift 5 swift is more than just a fun language to build ios applications with it features
a host of powerful tools that if effectively used can help you create even better apps with clean crystal clear
code and awesome features swift in depth is designed to help you unlock these tools and quirks and get developing
next gen apps web services and more purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats
from manning publications about the technology it s fun to create your first toy ios or mac app in swift writing
secure reliable professional grade software is a different animal altogether the swift language includes an amazing
set of high powered features and it supports a wide range of programming styles and techniques you just have to
roll up your sleeves and learn swift in depth about the book swift in depth guides you concept by concept through
the skills you need to build professional software for apple platforms such as ios and mac also on the server
with linux by following the numerous concrete examples enlightening explanations and engaging exercises you ll
finally grok powerful techniques like generics efficient error handling protocol oriented programming and advanced
swift patterns author tjeerd in t veen reveals the high value difficult to discover swift techniques he s learned
through his own hard won experience what s inside covers swift 5 writing reusable code with generics iterators
sequences and collections protocol oriented programming understanding map flatmap and compactmap
asynchronous error handling with resultbest practices in swift about the reader written for advanced beginner and
intermediate level swift programmers about the author tjeerd in t veen is a senior software engineer and architect in
the mobile division of a large international banking firm table of contents introducing swift in depth modeling data
with enums writing cleaner properties making optionals second nature demystifying initializers effortless error
handling generics putting the pro in protocol oriented programming iterators sequences and collections
understanding map flatmap and compactmap asynchronous error handling with result protocol extensions swift
patterns delivering quality swift code where to swift from here

Swift Rivers 2004-10-01

swift greatly simplifies the process of developing applications for apple devices this book provides you with the
essential skills to help you get started with developing applications using swift key features teaches you how to
correctly structure and architect software using swift uses real world examples to connect the theory to a
professional setting imparts expertise in the core swift standard library book description take your first foray
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into programming for apple devices with swift swift is fundamentally different from objective c as it is a protocol
oriented language while you can still write normal object oriented code in swift it requires a new way of thinking
to take advantage of its powerful features and a solid understanding of the basics to become productive what
you will learn explore the fundamental swift programming concepts language structure and the swift programming
syntax learn how swift compares to other computer languages and how to transform your thinking to leverage
new concepts such as optionals and protocols master how to use key language elements such as strings and
collections grasp how swift supports modern application development using advanced features such as built in
unicode support and higher order functions who this book is for if you are seeking fundamental swift programming
skills in preparation for learning to develop native applications for ios or macos this book is the best for you you
don t need to have any prior swift knowledge however object oriented programming experience is desired

Swift in Depth 2018-12-10

advanced swift takes you through swift s features from low level programming to high level abstractions in this
book we ll write about advanced concepts in swift programming if you have read the swift programming guide and
want to explore more this book is for you swift is a great language for systems programming but also lends itself
for very high level programming we ll explore both high level topics for example programming with generics and
protocols as well as low level topics for example wrapping a c library and string internals

Beginning Swift 2018-05-31

ios 9 gives developers new tools for creating apps for iphone and ipad and our new edition of the classic ios guide is
updated to match in this completely revised edition you ll work through an app s entire lifecycle from creating the
project to publishing on the app store starting with the basics see how swift 2 0 offers more power with less
boilerplate code bringing elegant error handling and functional programming concepts to your app development then
dig into the capabilities of the ios frameworks by building a real world app from a simple button to a multi screen
client that cleanly handles multi tasking networking touch gestures and more adapt a user interface from the
smallest iphone to the biggest ipad multitask alongside other apps and see how extensions let an app spread its
functionality throughout the system

Advanced Swift 2016-09-29

learn augmented reality augmented reality is going to be the next big thing there s absolutely no doubt about it if
you want to build realistic and immersive ar experiences for the apple platform this book is your golden ticket
apple augmented reality by tutorials is the easiest and fastest way to get hands on experience using apple
frameworks and technologies like reality composer realitykit and arkitwho this book is forthis book is for beginner
to intermediate ios developers who already know the basics of swift development and are looking to build immersive
ar experiences for the apple platform topics covered in apple ar by tutorialsar quick look discover how to
integrate ar quick look into your apps to give them some cool ar superpowers reality composer reality files find
out how to leverage the power of reality composer to create interactive ar based experiences reality converter
pbr materials discover how pbr materials can add a level of realism to your ar objects and how to use reality
converter to convert view customize and create usdz content realitykit learn to set up and use realitykit to build
a face based augmented reality app facial blend shapes build a fully interactive augmented reality face mask that
reacts to your facial expressions using blend shapes arkit get a complete introduction to arkit apple s framework
for creating fully interactive augmented reality and learn about the different types of rendering options available
with arkit raycasting physics learn about raycasting 2d hit testing and the spritekit physics engine as you add
more features and functionality to your game ecs collaborative experiences build a collaborative ar experience
and learn how to create and manage a multipeer connection object capture learn how to create realistic 3d models
from real life objects with photogrammetry after reading this book you ll have a deep understanding of the
technologies and frameworks used to create powerful immersive ar experiences for the apple platform

IOS 9 SDK Development 2016

learn how to make 3d games in swift using apple s built in 3d game framework scenekit through a series of mini games
and challenges you will go from beginner to advanced and learn everything you need to make your own 3d game by
the time you re finished reading this book you will have made 4 complete mini games including games similar to fruit
ninja marble madness and crossy road back cover

Apple Augmented Reality by Tutorials (Second Edition) 2022-02-23

ios development with swift is a hands on guide to creating ios apps it takes you through the experience of building
an app from idea to app store after setting up your dev environment you ll learn the basics by experimenting in swift
playgrounds then you ll build a simple app layout adding features like animations and ui widgets along the way
you ll retrieve format and display data interact with the camera and other device features and touch on cloud
and networking basics

3D Apple Games by Tutorials Second Edition 2017-11-16

learn data structures algorithms in swift data structures and algorithms form the basis of computer
programming and are the starting point for anyone looking to become a software engineer choosing the proper data
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structure and algorithm involves understanding the many details and trade offs of using them which can be time
consuming to learn and confusing this is where this book data structures algorithms in swift comes to the rescue
in this book you ll learn the nuts and bolts of how fundamental data structures and algorithms work by using
easy to follow tutorials loaded with illustrations you ll also learn by working in swift playground code who
this book is forthis book is for developers who know the basics of swift syntax and want a better theoretical
understanding of what data structures and algorithms are to build more complex programs or ace a whiteboard
interview topics covered in data structures algorithms in swift basic data structures and algorithms including
stacks queues and linked lists how protocols can be used to generalize algorithms how to leverage the
algorithms of the swift standard library with your own data structures trees tries and graphs building
algorithms on top of other primitives a complete spectrum of sorting algorithms from simple to advanced how to
think about algorithmic complexity finding shortest paths traversals subgraphs and much more after reading this
book you ll have a solid foundation on data structures and algorithms and be ready to solve more complex
problems in your apps elegantly

IOS Development with Swift 2017-12

build fast and powerful applications by exploiting the power of protocol oriented programming in swiftabout this
book the only book that shows how to harness the power of protocol oriented programming in swift to build real
world applications get familiar with the protocol focused approach of application development increase the
overall productivity and performance of applications with protocol oriented programming who this book is
forthis book is for swift developers who want to learn and implement protocol oriented programming in their real
world applications what you will learn the difference between object oriented programming and protocol oriented
programming the difference between reference and value types and when to use each how we can leverage tuples to
reduce the complexity of our code what are protocols and how to use them how to implement protocol extensions
to create a very flexible code base how to implement several design patterns in a protocol oriented approach how
to solve real world design issue with protocol oriented programmingin detailat the heart of swift s design is an
incredibly powerful idea protocol oriented programming its many benefits include better code maintainability
increased developer productivity and superior application performance the book will teach the reader how to apply
the ideas behind the protocol oriented programing paradigm to improve the code they write this book will introduce
the readers to the world of protocol oriented programming in swift and will demonstrate the ideas behind this new
programming paradigm with real world examples in addition to learning the concepts of protocol oriented
programming it also shows the reader how to reduce the complexity of their codebase using protocol extensions
beginning with how to create simple protocols readers will learn how to extend protocols and also to assign
behaviors to them by the end of this book readers will be able to harness the power of protocol oriented
programming to build real world applications style and approachin its latest release of swift apple has
introduced protocol extensions as a new feature at the heart of swifts design making swift 2 a protocol oriented
language protocol oriented programming being a less explored oop paradigm there is little guidance on hot to take
advantage of protocol extensions in real world applications in addition to offering an in depth coverage of
protocol oriented programming and its concepts this book also explains how a developer can leverage these
features to build powerful real world applications

Data Structures & Algorithms in Swift (Fourth Edition) 2021-09-15

learn about advanced concepts in swift programming

Protocol Oriented Programming with Swift 2016-02-23

write a full stack swift app and deploy it to production kitura gives you the power to create production ready
restful apis written in swift coupled with the power of docker and kubernetes you can take your swift to the
server and beyond server side swift with kitura will walk you through the development of emojijournal a social
network focused on your feelings you ll learn how rest works how to document your api how to set up an orm
and user authentication and even how to create a web front end as well as an ios frontend you ll also learn
about how to use powerful deployment tools to manage and run your api in any popular cloud that you choose
who this book is for this book is for any developer who has had some exposure to swift and wants to learn how
to use those skills to write code that operates on the server topics covered in server side swift with kitura
kueryorm learn how to map your swift api to postgresql a very popular database the openapi spec learn how to
self document your api and to provide a tool for rapidly testing and iterating on it stencil use an open source
templating tool to create a web app for your swift app on the server authentication protect your swift api from
unwanted requests and learn how to apply multiple different types of protection security demystify the world of
tls and learn how to secure communications to and from your server deployment localhost isn t enough push your
server to production with docker and kubernetes one thing you can count on after reading this book you ll be
prepared to take advantage of all that kitura has to offer about the tutorial team the tutorial team is a group
of app developers and authors who write tutorials at the popular website raywenderlich com we take pride in
making sure each tutorial we write holds to the highest standards of quality we want our tutorials to be well
written easy to follow and fun if you ve enjoyed the tutorials we ve written in the past you re in for a treat the
tutorials we ve written for this book are some of our best yet and this book contains detailed technical
knowledge you simply won t be able to find anywhere else
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Advanced Swift 2019

develop the skills required to create compelling maintainable and robust ios and os x apps with swift about this
book write expressive understandable and maintainable swift 2 code with this hands on tutorial unveil the complex
underpinnings of swift to turn your app ideas into reality this book is packed with real life examples to help you
implement concepts as you learn who this book is for if you are looking to build ios or os x apps using the most
modern technology this book is ideal for you you will find this book especially useful if you are new to
programming or if you are yet to develop for ios or os x no prior programming exposure is required what you will
learn form a solid understanding of the swift 2 language get to know the practical aspects of how a computer
program actually works understand the paradigms used by apple s frameworks so you are not intimidated by them
utilize the vast resources written in objective c to better inform your swift programming develop a basic portfolio
of swift code by learning the critical concepts experience both object oriented and functional programming get to
know the new coding techniques made available by swift 2 discover resources to ensure you never stop becoming a
better developer in detail swift is apple s new programming language and the future of ios and os x app development
it is a high performance language that feels like a modern scripting language on the surface swift is easy to jump
into but it has complex underpinnings that are critical to becoming proficient at turning an idea into reality this
book is an approachable step by step introduction into programming with swift for everyone it begins by giving you
an overview of the key features through practical examples and progresses to more advanced topics that help
differentiate the proficient developers from the mediocre ones it covers important concepts such as variables
optionals closures generics and memory management mixed in with those concepts it also helps you learn the art of
programming such as maintainability useful design patterns and resources to further your knowledge this all
culminates in writing a basic ios app that will get you well on your way to turning your own app ideas into
reality style and approach this is an approachable step by step guide to programming in swift 2 each topic is
separated into compressible sections that are full of practical examples and easy to understand explanations
each section builds on the previous topics so you can develop a proficient and comprehensive understanding of app
development in swift 2

Server Side Swift with Kitura (Second Edition): Building Web APIs and Apps
in Kitura 2019-12-02

what sort of combination of hypocrite and paradox is john kerry asks this heated critique of the democratic
presidential candidate s vietnam era military service and antiwar activism o neill a lawyer and swift boat veteran
and corsi an expert on vietnam antiwar movements show how kerry misrepresented his wartime exploits and is
therefore incompetent to serve as commander in chief buttressed by interviews with navy veterans who patrolled
vietnam s waters some along with kerry readers will discover how he exaggerated minor injuries self inflicted
others wrote fictitious diary entries and filed phony reports of his heroism under fire all in a calculated quest to
secure career enhancing combat medals

Learning Swift 2016-03-23

IOS 9 by Tutorials 2016

Unfit For Command 2004-08-25
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